White matter tractography for neurosurgical planning: A topography-based review of the current state of the art
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A B S T R A C T

We perform a review of the literature in the field of white matter tractography for neurosurgical planning, focusing on those works where tractography was correlated with clinical information such as patient outcome, clinical functional testing, or electro-cortical stimulation. We organize the review by anatomical location in the brain and by surgical procedure, including both supratentorial and infratentorial pathologies, and excluding spinal cord applications. Where possible, we discuss implications of tractography for clinical care, as well as clinically relevant technical considerations regarding the tractography methods.

We find that tractography is a valuable tool in variable situations in modern neurosurgery. Our survey of recent reports demonstrates multiple potentially successful applications of white matter tractography in neurosurgery, with progress towards overcoming clinical challenges of standardization and interpretation.

1. Introduction

The visualization of the brain's white matter pathways via diffusion magnetic resonance imaging is receiving increasing attention for neurosurgical planning, as these methods can allow preoperative, three-dimensional, non-invasive, in vivo demonstration of the location and trajectory of white matter tracts. White matter tractography (WMT), as a way for spatially analyzing the brain's white matter, can guide surgical planning in different settings, not only directly when important white matter tracts are involved in the vicinity of the resection cavity of a superficial lesion, but also indirectly when targeting a deeply located lesion or functional structure through probable eloquent white matter. However, validity and reliability issues are hindering tractography's widespread implementation. Consequently, the challenge facing precursor "tractography teams" is demonstrating the real clinical value of tractography in a clinical and surgical setting. For a clearer overview of the current state of the art techniques and clinical impact of modern tractography, we propose to critically review existing studies of tractography methods for neurosurgical planning. A high variability of anatomical, technical, and surgical particularities is faced when summarizing the ever-increasing array of challenging conditions to which modern tractography can be applied.

In this review, we propose to classify the cited reports as supratentorial or infratentorial pathologies (Fig. 1). Supratentorial pathologies will be subdivided into neoplastic, vascular, or functional indications, while reports involving infratentorial pathologies will be grouped according to their anatomical location: brainstem, cerebellum, and cranial nerves (Fig. 1). This review process is not exhaustive and will focus on reports analyzing WMT for surgical planning. For each pathology or location, we report the most recent pertinent publications examining the relevant key tracts.

As reproducibility and standardization across the different methods and teams are of high interest in the field of WMT, we report and discuss the different technical challenges described in the cited reports. By providing a longitudinal locations and pathologies based view of new published research, this review is aimed at clinicians, technical researchers generally interested in tractography, and investigators with interest in a specific disease.

2. General technical considerations

It is useful to have some familiarity with the techniques available for performing WMT, both to better appreciate the contents of this review and to assess the potential utility of future advances. We note that
mathematical modeling of the white matter fibers from diffusion MRI data, development of WMT methods, and testing and validation of these methods are still open areas of research (Pujol et al., 2015). Several in-depth review articles are available (Assaf and Pasternak, 2008; Jones et al., 2013; O'Donnell and Westin, 2011), including recent neurosurgery-specific reviews and commentaries (Bi and Chiocca, 2014; Nimskey et al., 2016), so here we present a brief overview of the most relevant considerations, which include data acquisition, fiber modeling, fiber reconstruction, and expert interpretation including choices of seed regions and stopping thresholds.

The most important parameters during the data acquisition are the number of gradient directions and the b-value. The number of gradient directions is the number of magnetic field gradients used to encode diffusion-weighted images, and the b-value is a factor representing the amount of diffusion weighting, which relates to the strength and timing of the gradients (Hagmann et al., 2006). The most common and widely used diffusion model, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) (Basser et al., 1994), typically employs 30 or fewer gradient directions at a b-value near 1000 s/mm². Larger numbers of gradient directions and higher or multiple b-values can increase angular resolution and provide information about multiple diffusion compartments to improve the accuracy of fiber tracking estimation (Alexander et al., 2007; Jones, 2004). The field of diffusion imaging is rapidly evolving. Current advanced acquisitions may include high angular resolution (HARDI) (Tuch et al., 2002), which generally has a higher number of gradient directions than DTI and may have b-values over 1000, diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) (Wedeen et al., 2008), which uses multiple b-values up to 7000 s/mm² or higher to sample q-space in a grid fashion, and multi-shell acquisitions that acquire multiple b-values (sampling spherical shells in q-space). Another consideration during acquisition is the possibility of spatial distortions in the echo-planar imaging (EPI) diffusion MRI scan on the order of 2 mm (Treiber et al., 2016), which can affect WMT (Jones and Cercignani, 2010). Regions near air-bone interfaces, such as the orbitofrontal cortex, temporal poles, and brain stem, were the regions most affected by DWI distortion in a recent study of 250 brain tumor patients (Treiber et al., 2016). Advanced acquisitions using phase encoding gradients of opposite polarity are designed to address this but are not yet widely used clinically (Irifune et al., 2015; Van Essen et al., 2013).

Another technical consideration is the type of mathematical modeling used for fiber reconstruction. DTI enables single-fiber reconstruction, which accounts for one fiber tract per voxel, an anatomically implausible scenario (Duffau, 2014; Jeurissen et al., 2013; Nimskey, 2014). In contrast, multi-fiber reconstruction can enable tracking though crossing fiber regions. Multi-fiber models, such as q-ball (Fernandez-Miranda et al., 2012; Tuch, 2004) (also called high-definition fiber tractography (Fernandez-Miranda et al., 2012)), constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) (Descoteaux et al., 2009; Farquharson et al., 2013; Mormina et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2013; Tournier et al., 2011), and multi-tensor models (Chen et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2016a; Malcolm et al., 2010), can be beneficial for neurosurgical planning with the potential of an accurate reconstruction of white matter fiber tracts. Note that the more complex models have MRI acquisition requirements, and it is important to use a model that is appropriate for the available data (Ning et al., 2015).

The next technical concern is the choice of a method to compute the tractography. While multiple computational tracking methods are available, the most popular can be categorized as either deterministic or probabilistic. Both methods can start from a point in the brain and trace connections. However, in general, deterministic methods generate a single fiber connection from the start point (Basser et al., 2000), while probabilistic methods aim to detect many possible connections from the start point (Behrens et al., 2007). Often, deterministic methods are visualized as curved lines (streamlines), while probabilistic methods may output a map of connection probabilities. New research in tractography, including microstructure-informed (Daducci et al., 2016), global (Mangin et al., 2013), and machine learning tractography (Neher et al., 2015), has promise for the future.

A final important consideration is the expert processing and interpretation of tractography. Many choices must be made at this step, including tract seeding, tract selection, stopping thresholds, and final interpretation of results. These choices have a large effect on the final tractography output.

Tract seeding (initiation of tractography) and selection (choosing fibers from already-created tractography data) have been studied extensively. For deterministic tractography, it has long been known that the most robust, reproducible seeding method is the “brute-force” or “holistic” approach that seeds tractography in the entire brain and then employs multiple expert regions of interest (ROIs) to select tractography (Huang et al., 2004; Wakana et al., 2007). However, whole-brain seeding may not always be practical clinically, and therefore smaller seeding ROIs or fast interactive seeding may be useful (Chamberland et al., 2014; Golby et al., 2011). Of note is the fact that an optimal seeding region will depend not only on the neuroanatomy, but also on the tractography method. For example in the corticospinal tract of patients with brain tumors, deterministic methods are generally best seeded in a large region of white matter and not in the cortex where diffusion anisotropy is low (Radmanesh et al., 2015), while probabilistic methods are often seeded many times within specific regions in the brainstem and cortex (Farquharson et al., 2013; Niu et al., 2016). Many studies have provided guidelines for ROI placement or anatomical atlas usage to define fiber tracts (Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten, 2008; Lawes et al., 2008; Wakana et al., 2004; Wassermann et al., 2016), though methods that rely on normal neuroanatomy may not produce sufficient results in patients with tract displacement due to mass lesions (Schonberg et al., 2006). Specifically in patients with brain tumors, several groups have investigated optimal structural and functional ROIs for tract seeding and selection of the corticospinal tract (Holodny et al., 2001a; Niu et al., 2016; Radmanesh et al., 2015; Schonberg et al., 2006; Weiss et al., 2015). However, even when the ROIs are held constant, there is known variability in tract selection across expert raters and across tractography methods (Burgel et al., 2009; Colon-Perez et al., 2016). This has led to neurosurgical planning research into standardization using automated placement of ROIs and automated identification of key tracts based on their trajectories (O'Donnell et al., 2017; Tunc et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2008).

In addition to the seeding and selection regions, the thresholds for starting and stopping WMT are important choices. Early investigations demonstrated that lowering the fractional anisotropy (FA) threshold could enable increased tracking in edema and tumors (Aki et al., 2005; Schonberg et al., 2006). Today, each state-of-the-art multi-fiber WMT method relies on a different threshold, which is necessarily specific to the fiber model and tractography framework (e.g. fiber orientation distribution (FOD) based thresholds, apparent fiber density, generalized
anisotropy, bundle-specific thresholds, and free-water corrected thresholds) (Chamberland et al., 2014; Malcolm et al., 2010; Pastermak et al., 2009; Raffelt et al., 2012; Tournier et al., 2012). Recent research has proposed sophisticated rules for rejecting incorrectly-traced fibers according to anatomical constraints (such as a tract should end in gray matter) to reduce bias in tractography (Girard et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2012). However, these rules rely on automated brain segmentation, which is not yet robust in the presence of brain tumors.

The final expert interpretation of WMT should be performed in the complete context of the patient’s structural and functional imaging and case presentation. A diffusion MRI voxel is much larger than the scale of an axon (O’Donnell and Westin, 2011), and thus any WMT reconstruction is only an informative estimate of a white matter tract, with known limitations including the following. WMT cannot directly provide functional information about the eloquence of a fiber tract (Duffau, 2014). WMT can suffer from false negatives, i.e. missed or inadequately traced fibers (especially in the case of DTI (Chung et al., 2011)), while DTI and multi-fiber models are known to suffer from false positives (Maier-Hein et al., 2016; Wakana et al., 2007). Neurosurgery-specific WMT challenges include edema and tract displacement (Jellison et al., 2004; Nimsy et al., 2016a). Due to these limitations and challenges, improving tractography is an active field of technical research.

3. Supratentorial lesions

In this section, we will review applications of WMT in supratentorial neoplastic and vascular pathologies. We also discuss the supratentorial application of tractography in functional neurosurgery, principally in epilepsy surgery and deep brain stimulation.

3.1. Neoplastic lesions

Tractography is a highly valuable technique during the planning of surgery in patients suffering from supratentorial intra-axial lesions (Nimsy et al., 2016b). Surgery is central to the management of a majority of these lesions. We will focus on glioma surgery, as a model of anatomically and functionally challenging lesions. The first objective of this surgery is to establish a histological, molecular and genetic grading of the tumor, which will guide further adjuvant therapies. The other principal goal of surgery is to safely maximize the extent of resection which has been repeatedly proved to be an independent major prognosis factor (McGirt et al., 2009; Sanai et al., 2011). The frequent absence of clear normal parenchyma/tumor interface with variable dynamic interactions between neoplastic invasiveness and brain plasticity are the major challenges in the resection of glial lesions.

Glioma management has benefited greatly from multiple refinements of the different treatment modalities. In conjunction with other modern advances (functional MRI, neuronavigation, intraoperative fluorescence guidance, intraoperative MRI), WMT-based surgery is currently recognized as a valuable tool for balancing the trade-off between function preservation and maximized resection in both high grade and low grade gliomas (Barbosa et al., 2016; Charras et al., 2015; Kekha et al., 2011; Kuhnt et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2007). The importance of understanding the individual patient’s white matter configuration during surgical planning comes from the relatively unpredictable nature of fiber/tumor interaction in the context of intra-axial tumors, particularly slowly growing low grade gliomas. Tracts can display different alterations: anatomical distortion (from mass effect), infiltration by tumor cells, edema, complete interruption, and sometimes functional reorganization (Duffau, 2005). This so-called brain plasticity should be viewed as a dynamic phenomenon that encompasses both the pre- and post-operative periods.

WMT helps evaluate the configuration of the underlying important white matter fibers (Fig. 2) (Chamberland et al., 2015; Chamberland et al., 2014; Golby et al., 2011). Sparing these tracts is essential since white matter displays relatively limited functional reorganization possibilities, when compared to the cortex (Yogarajah et al., 2010). White matter tracts also play a crucial part in local then distal functional cortical recruiting (Charras et al., 2015; van Geemen et al., 2014), which not only helps patients compensate for preoperative functional cortex damage but also aids recuperation from possible surgery-inflicted deficits. Accordingly, sparing these important connections is an important prognosis factor not only for the acute postoperative phase, but also for the long term functional surgical outcome. We will review current reports comparing WMT to direct electrical stimulation, before discussing the recent literature assessing the impact of WMT on the extent of resection and functional outcome. We then consider lesions in the language areas in a separate subchapter given the specific challenges facing surgery in these locations.

3.1.1. WMT vs direct electrical stimulation

Direct electrical stimulation (DES) is considered by many to be the gold standard for intraoperative identification of eloquent structures (Andrea Szelényi et al., 2016; Duffau, 2005, 2015; Kombos and Süss, 2009). Multiple authors have attempted to compare WMT to direct electrical stimulation results, with variable outcomes. Comparisons of these two methods are difficult and inherently suffer various limitations. First, the estimation of fiber location from DES is not faultless and can be subject to a high variability, particularly when using bipolar stimulation. Even though slightly less precise than bipolar, monopolar subcortical stimulation is gaining popularity since it allows more objective analysis of the results (Kombos and Süss, 2009; Szelényi et al., 2010). Brain shift and particularly white matter tract shift in the vicinity of the resection cavity can represent a major limitation when comparing intraoperatively registered stimulation points to tracks re-constructed on pre- or post-operative images (Nimsy et al., 2005). Even though multiple indirect methods have been proposed to limit brain shift associated errors (ultrasound, stereoevision, etc. (Fan et al., 2016; Gerard and Collins, 2015; Prada et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2005)), the best currently available solution for WMT comparisons to DES is the direct use of data from intra-operative MRI. We summarize the existing literature in Table 1. These reports support a high linear correlation between distances to reconstructed tracts and positive DES intensities (Javadi et al., 2017; Maesawa et al., 2010; Ostry et al., 2013) or post-operative deficits (Prabhu et al., 2011). In addition to intra-operative morphological data, DTI sequences can be relatively quick to acquire and could be obtained intra-operatively in operating rooms with intra-operative MRI capability. Intra-operative WMT has been shown to be able to detect the variable possible shift patterns of major tracts (Nimsky et al., 2005), with a better correlation to the intraoperative DES (Maesawa et al., 2010). Interestingly, it is able in some cases to identify fibers that went undetected on the preoperative tractography, as reported by Javadi et al. in a series of twenty patients, where CST fibers where unidentifiable on preoperative WMT in three patients, then subsequently successfully trackable on intraoperative scans (Javadi et al., 2017). This is conceivably associated with local changes after tumor removal (Javadi et al., 2017).

3.1.2. WMT versus extent of resection and post-operative functional outcome

As the methods and techniques of WMT continue to evolve, more robust and reproducible fiber tracking is helping to increase the extent and safety of tumor resections (Abdullah et al., 2013; Castellano et al., 2012; Caverzasi et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016b; Pujol et al., 2015). Advantages of using WMT, in conjunction with other modern standards of care (f-MRI, neuronavigation, DES, intraoperative MRI, etc.), are clear with significant correlation to an increased extent of resection (Barbosa et al., 2016; Nimsy et al., 2006; O’Donnell et al., 2012). WMT is the only preoperative noninvasive tool for studying white matter tracts, which is advantageous for risk stratification, patient counseling, and surgical planning (Berman, 2009; Farshidfar et al., 2014; Romano...
et al., 2009; Rosenstock et al., 2017). Understanding the spatial configuration of the white matter helps finding the safest corridor particularly in deeply situated lesions (Farshidfar et al., 2014; Spena et al., 2015; Tunc et al., 2015). For instance, Barbosa et al. reported a statistically significant improvement of the post-operative Karnofsky Performance Scale by the implementation of WMT during the resection of insular gliomas (Barbosa et al., 2016). When combined with neuronavigation, WMT offers an intraoperative approximation of major tract positions, decreasing the number of subcortical stimulations needed, making surgery quicker and easier, particularly for awake patients (Sello et al., 2008). Reduced DES decreases also the risk of stimulation-induced seizures. In patients with tumors involving language areas, if awake surgery is impossible or unavailable, WMT constitutes the only available solution for assessing and trying to spare involved white matter tracts (D’Andrea et al., 2016). It is also important to have tractography data available in the unfortunate cases where stimulation-induced seizures and patient fatigue prevent further language monitoring during awake surgery.

3.1.3. WMT and language area surgery

Fiber tracking and modeling was first applied to the cortico-spinal tracts with improving robustness (Chen et al., 2016b; Ciccarelli et al., 2003; Coenen et al., 2001; Holodny et al., 2001b; Itoh et al., 2006; Qazi et al., 2009; Talos et al., 2003). Progressively, with the improvement of imaging and processing techniques, tracking of smaller and more complex structures has become possible. The application of these new advances to the mapping of white matter tracts involved in cognitive and specifically language function is a major challenge, given the relative subjectivity and complexity of the involved structures (Chang et al., 2015; Yagmurlu et al., 2016). We focus here on reports correlating pre- and post-operative tractography to language function. Caverzasi et al. reported, in a series of 35 patients, that preservation of the tracked left arcuate fasciculus (AF) and the tempo-parietal component of the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF-tp) was statistically correlated to the absence of postoperative language deficit (Caverzasi et al., 2016). Damage to these two pathways also was statistically predictive of a long-term language deficit (Caverzasi et al., 2016). In another series of 27 patients presenting with a high grade glioma that involved the dominant angular gyrus, supramarginal gyrus, and/or the inferior parietal sulcus, D’Andrea et al. attained satisfactory resection (77% of complete resection) while conserving or improving the preoperative neurologic status in 85% of the cases, demonstrating that in wisely selected cases, WMT based surgical planning can represent a safe alternative to awake surgery (D’Andrea et al., 2016).

3.1.4. Technical considerations

Regardless of the limitations of quantitative data, tractography can, when interpreted with available functional and anatomical studies, help achieve a better regional spatial understanding by providing data regarding local configuration and eventual disruptions of eloquent white matter. While many fibers can be successfully detected in the vicinity of low grade gliomas using simple tractography techniques, high grade gliomas are usually more aggressive with more local invasiveness in addition to peritumoral edema (Goebell et al., 2006). Complex methods and models such as high-definition fiber tractography (HDTF) (Abbinav et al., 2015), two-tensor unscented Kalman filter (UKF) tractography (Chen et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2016b), and constrained spherical deconvolution tractography (Lim et al., 2015), are now being developed to improve fiber tracking in these circumstances with encouraging results. However, the interpretation of the results using these advanced modeling techniques is still under evaluation. While probably decreasing the risk of false negatives, these methods may inherently lead to more false positive reconstructions (Maier-Hein et al., 2016). This could encompass anomalies stretching from making false connections between tracts to tracing tracts in areas completely devoid of fibers (Chen et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2016b). A different method would be a holistic approach by mapping all the white matter, followed by the use of specific tools to analyze regions of interest (Chen et al., 2015; O’Donnell et al., 2013). This kind of approach necessitates evidently more processing power and time, which can limit its applicability. Even if structurally accurate, the provided reconstruction might also be possibly visualizing tracks that are anatomically accurate but progressively became functionally obsolete, in the context of brain plasticity (Campbell and Pike, 2014). Preoperative cross-validation of WMT with other techniques (functional MRI, transcranial magnetic stimulation) might be helpful in identifying those instances (Lemaire et al., 2013; Weiss et al., 2015; Weiss Lucas et al., 2017).

Fig. 2. Pre-surgical plan of right handed 18 y.o. patient presenting with left frontal glioblastoma. White matter tractography allowed to assess the relationships between the tumor (orange) and eloquent tracts (green: arcuate fasciculus, red: uncinate fasciculus, blue: corticospinal tract). These results are valuable for planning the safest surgical route and resection. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
### 3.2. Vascular lesions

Natural history, perilesional modifications, surgery goals, and treatment options of vascular lesions are different from those encountered in neoplastic lesions. Globally, vascular lesions are benign and noninvasive. These lesions threaten the functional and vital prognosis principally through hemorrhagic, ischemic and sometimes epileptogenic mechanisms. For lesions, such as arteriovenous malformations and cavernomas, the surgical goal is total resection to prevent future bleedings. When successful, surgery is curative, which emphasizes the importance of preserving neurologic function, particularly since surgery is often not the exclusive curative treatment option. WMT is not routinely used in aneurysm surgery since aneurysms develop most frequently on superficial large caliber vessels where white matter involvement is limited and the surgical approach is usually through the subarachnoid spaces. On the other hand, arteriovenous malformations, cavernous malformations, and spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhages can be partially or totally deeply located, which supports the usefulness of white matter identifying techniques. Here, we will mainly discuss arteriovenous venous malformations and spontaneous intracerebral hematomas (Table 2), while cavernous malformations will be discussed with brainstem lesions.

#### 3.2.1. Arteriovenous malformations (AVM)

Multiple treatment options are now available for treating AVMs: surgery, endovascular treatment, and stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS). Each of these treatments has its own advantages and disadvantages, adding an extra layer of complexity to the decision making. Many reports are now available on the functional cortical and subcortical reorganization induced by a neighboring AVM (Alkadhi et al., 2000; Scantlebury et al., 2014; Schlosser et al., 1997; Yates et al., 2002). This remodeling redeline the classical eloquent areas by which we classically evaluate AVMs (Jiao et al., 2016). Understanding the spatial configuration of the underlying white matter tract can have a significant impact on the prognosis evaluation (Kikata et al., 2008). Accordingly, proximity of an eloquent white matter tract has been associated with a decline of the long term functional treatment outcome (Jiao et al., 2016). Surgery in AVMs cannot afford to be subtotal, as might be the case in other eloquent brain lesions, since incomplete resection increases potential bleeding risk and morbidity. Neighboring tract evaluation helps in deciding if surgery is the safest treatment option for a specific lesion. When resection is decided upon, WMT helps to demonstrate nearby tracts in superficial lesions and the safest corridor avoiding eloquent fibers in deeper lesions (Ellis et al., 2012; Itoh et al., 2006; Jiao et al., 2016; Okada et al., 2007). Tractography results might favor alternative treatment options when the spatial tract configuration is functionally unsafe for surgery. One of the other treatment options of AVM is SRS. Current evidence suggests that the integration of WMT in the SRS treatment planning significantly decreases post treatment adverse effects (Koga et al., 2012; Pantelis et al., 2010).

#### 3.2.2. Intracerebral hemorrhage ICH

The role of surgical evacuation is still unclear during the management of spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhages. Most of the controversy is associated with the high morbidity inherent to approaching deeply located hematomas. WMT can help identify the eloquent white matter tract around the clot and help to plan the safest approach corridor (Labib et al., 2016). Several authors have shared their experience with the systematic use of tractography for surgical planning of deep spontaneous intracerebral hematomas with encouraging results (Labib et al., 2016; Ritsma et al., 2014). Multicentric randomized prospective trials are currently being directed to validate these preliminary reports (Labib et al., 2016). WMT can also be a useful tool for monitoring the damages and recovery of eloquent white matter tracts during the subacute phase of the hemorrhage, giving some long-term functional prognosis information (Jang et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2016).
Table 2
Summary of the reviewed reports using WMT for surgical planning for arteriovenous malformations and spontaneous intracranial hematomas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVM</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th># pts</th>
<th>DTI Acquisition</th>
<th>Tracking method</th>
<th>Tract of interest</th>
<th>Results/techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ellis et al.</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Deterministic</td>
<td>CST</td>
<td>Feasibility of CST mapping in children with ruptured AVMs using MEG-IMRI guided DTI tractography.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Itoh et al.</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>b = 1000;</td>
<td>Deterministic</td>
<td>CST</td>
<td>In the patients with hemiparesis, DTT-CSTs were involved in the AVM or its surrounding lesion and their volumes at the affected side was significantly decreased compared to the contralateral side; in the patients whose DTT-CSTs were free from lesion had no hemiparesis. TOJ-AVM patients have a high risk of surgical morbidity, although they often have relatively low Spetzler–Martin scores; LFD is a crucial risk factor associated with postoperative neurological deficits of patients with TOJ-AVMs. In patients with both hemorrhagic and nonhemorrhagic AVM, the 2 fiber tracts close to the nidus were less visualized in the affected hemisphere than those distant from the nidus. Tracts were less visualized in patients with neurologic symptoms than in asymptomatic patients. Integrating tractography helped prevent morbidity of radiosurgery in patients with brain arteriovenous malformations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jiao et al.</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>b = n/a;</td>
<td>Deterministic</td>
<td>AF; Optic radiation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Okada et al.</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>b = 700;</td>
<td>Deterministic</td>
<td>CST; optic radiation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRS Koga et al.</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>b = 1000;</td>
<td>Deterministic</td>
<td>CST; optic radiation; AF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pantellis et al.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>b = 1000;</td>
<td>Deterministic</td>
<td>Tracts situated near brain stem, optic chiasm, and optic nerves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICH Labb et al.</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ritama et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>AF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# pts: total number of patients; AF: arcuate fasciculus; AVM: arteriovenous malformation; CST: corticospinal tract; ICH: intracerebral hematoma; NR: not reported; SRS: stereotactic radiosurgery.
3.2.3. Technical considerations
Fiber tracking in AVM patients can be highly variable depending on the AVM status. Non-hemorrhagic AVMs are associated with a limited peri-nidal disruption, leading to minimal fractional anisotropy (FA) variations, only due to local microvascular changes. Otherwise, the non-infiltrating nature of these lesions preserves the normal appearing white matter in the vicinity of the AVM, preserving the reliability of WMT (Okada et al., 2007). On the other hand, after hemorrhage, perilesion vasogenic edema, gliosis, and other disruptions can be challenging for DTI tracking, as previously discussed for brain tumors. However, fiber tracking was shown to be still feasible and useful in some of these situations (Ellis et al., 2012; Okada et al., 2007).

3.3. Functional neurosurgery
Functional neurosurgery covers a vast array of central and peripheral nervous system pathologies. Multiple reports assessing the different possible applications of WMT in these different diseases have been recently published, mainly in epilepsy surgery and deep brain stimulation. Consequently, we focused on these two areas in this section. We discussed successively the general applications then the technical considerations in each of these fields.

3.3.1. Deep brain stimulation (DBS)
Currently, DBS represents a major therapeutic option for an ever-growing array of pathologies ranging from Parkinson’s disease to resistant depression disorders. The physiological effect for brain stimulation was first thought to be only linked to a conjugation of inhibition and stimulation of local neurons. However, it has become progressively clear that the functional efficacy of chronic stimulations is not only correlated to the local micro-circuitry, but is also interconnected with a more globally integrated neural model (Gradinaru et al., 2009; Henderson, 2012; McIntyre et al., 2004).

Tractography based DBS aims to unravel the possible links entangled within normal and pathological functioning of well described targets of classic DBS. Multiple experiences and reviews have now been published on the different possible applications of WMT in the context of DBS (Calabrese, 2016; Henderson, 2012; Torres et al., 2014). In a recent exhaustive review, Calabrese et al. divided the different methodologies into two groups: retrospective tract stimulation modeling and tract proximity analysis, versus prospective direct tract targeting (DTT) (Calabrese, 2016). Retrospective methods are based on the spatial and electrophysiological study of the configuration of specific tracts in relation to electrodes in already implanted patients. These analyses can allow identification of patterns associated with successful versus unsuccessful stimulation, particularly in treating pathologies such as depression for which the neural circuitry is less well understood (Johansen-Berg et al., 2008; Lujan et al., 2012; Vanegas-Arroyave et al., 2016). Such analyses help to pinpoint precise targets associated with the most effective therapy, as demonstrated by Vanegas-Arroyave et al. in sub-thalamic nucleus stimulation for Parkinson’s disease, with clinically effective contacts statistically more connected to the superior frontal gyrus (Fig. 3A,B) (Vanegas-Arroyave et al., 2016).

An explanation of some DBS associated adverse effects can be formulated using the same approach. WMT allows in some cases to visualize the anatomo-physiological link between the stimulated contact and a specific side effect. For instance, Barkhoudarian et al. reported an association between motor side effects (facial pulling, involuntary arm movement) and tracts leading to the supplementary motor area (SMA) or premotor cortex (Barkhoudarian et al., 2010).

WMT might also play a role during candidate selection for DBS. Some authors have suggested that preoperative tract patterns could help to identify cases where DBS might be less effective. For example, McNab et al. proposed that reduced amygdalar-thalamic and amygdalar-subgenual anterior cingulate cortex connections could be a contraindication to the use of DBS for resistant major depressive disorder (McNab et al., 2009).

The success of these retrospective reports has paved the way for more direct prospective approaches using DTT to preoperatively select the best targets for DBS. Currently, few direct targeting reports have been published, with promising results (Table 3) (Coenen et al., 2011; Hunsche et al., 2013; Schlaeffer et al., 2013).

So far, whether through retrospective or more direct approaches, a clear prospect of tractography as tool for improving DBS results is emerging; however, more thorough comparative evaluations are still necessary.

3.3.2. Technical considerations
Highly sensitive WMT methods, such as probabilistic or multi-fiber model WMT, might represent the methods of choice for DBS targeting, as the efficacy of a given electrical stimulation is thought to be dependent on the connection pattern of the stimulation site (Descoteaux et al., 2009; Jeurissen et al., 2013; Johansen-Berg et al., 2008; Pouratian et al., 2011). Nevertheless, the inherent complexity of most highly sensitive tractography methods limits their application. For instance, the interpretation of results is less intuitive in probabilistic methods than with deterministic ones, as the contact between a target and the DBS site is expressible only in terms of probability or strength (Pouratian et al., 2011). Accordingly, existing direct targeting reports have opted more towards the use of deterministic methods (Table 3).

3.3.3. Epilepsy
There are multiple clinical applications of tractography in epilepsy patients. By helping assess pre-surgical memory and language status, WMT provides valuable neuropsychological prognosis data that can help for counseling and then surgically treating patients (McDonald et al., 2008). White matter can display some alterations associated with epileptogenic cortical lesions as reported by Whelan et al. who described significant alterations of the fractional anisotropy and mean diffusivity of multiple tracts in mesial temporal epilepsy patients (Whelan et al., 2015). A better evaluation of these changes as well as any concomitant functional reorganization helps explain ictal spread patterns and provides a more comprehensive view when planning for surgery, particularly in when facing multiple epileptogenic lesions (Diehl et al., 2010).

One of the major goals of epilepsy surgery is avoiding causing a neurologic deficit, particularly in already functionally challenged patients. When approaching the temporal lobe, one of the main concerns is localizing the fibers of Meyer’s loop (Daga et al., 2012). The inter and intra-subject heterogeneity of the course of Meyer’s loop is a key variable to consider when counseling patients and planning for surgery (Nilsson et al., 2007; Yasargil et al., 2004). WMT provides a practical complementary method to study the OR and the Meyer loop anatomy in vivo with reference to individual 3-dimensional brain anatomy (Wu et al., 2012). Multiple reports have found a statistical correlation between the degree of postoperative visual field deficit and independently reconstructed Meyer’s loop tracts (Table 4) (Chen et al., 2009; Daga et al., 2012; Taoka et al., 2008; Winston et al., 2012; Yoganraj et al., 2009). Chen et al. reported a correlation between pre- and intra-operative tracking results and postoperative visual deficit in a prospective study of 48 patients (Chen et al., 2009). In another prospective study, Winston et al. reported achieving no postoperative visual field deficit when surgical indication and preplanning were based on tractography results, in a series of 5 patients. Interestingly, the authors also used tractography results to counter-indicate or delay surgery in five other patients of the same series (Winston et al., 2011). Integrating tractography data with intra-operative microscope display might also help avoid visual complications (Winston et al., 2014).

In addition to visual field deficit avoidance, functional language preservation is a key concern in patient selection and surgical planning for epilepsy surgery. Usually results of WMT of language circuits are challenging to interpret, particularly through perilesional disruptions;
however, in epilepsy patients, white matter displays few abnormalities, allowing more reliable results (Anastasopoulos et al., 2014; Carlson et al., 2014). Accordingly, some evidence already suggests a functional language outcome benefit from performing tractography as part of the pre-surgical planning for epilepsy surgery (Jeong et al., 2015; Szmuda et al., 2016).

3.3.4. Technical considerations
The sharp angle of the Meyers’ loop fibers, in close contiguity of multiple other white matter tracts and the CSF in the anterior tip of the temporal horn of the lateral ventricle, are major obstacles for deterministic tracking methods. These latter have been shown to consistently underestimate the most anterior extent of the fibers (Lilja et al., 2014; Piper et al., 2014; Yamamoto et al., 2007; Yamamoto et al., 2005). Though more time consuming, probabilistic methods have been increasingly used in recent related literature (Lilja et al., 2014; Piper et al., 2014). The development of new methods and techniques of acquisition and analysis such as multi-tensor imaging, q-ball, HARDI, and

![Fig. 3. Tractography efficacy patterns in a bilateral DBS of the sub thalamic nucleus in a Parkinson’s disease patient.](https://example.com/fig3)

A: Patient underwent bilateral electrode implantation; tremor control was better in the patient’s right side. Post-operative imaging confirmed that the right-side electrode location was slightly posterior to the selected target (blue). The connectivity patterns obtained from stimulation sites were asymmetric with more superior frontal gyrus connectivity in the left hemisphere. B: After five years, patient underwent bilateral re-implantation; old and new stimulation sites were superimposed on the left side (blue/red). The new right side stimulation site was anterior to the old site (blue/red). Bilateral tremor control was achieved by the new surgery. New tractography patterns became more symmetrical (yellow: old tracts). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>DRS direct targeting reports.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td><strong>Year</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coenen et al.</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunsche et al.</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schlaepfer et al.</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# pts: total number of patients.

![Table 4](https://example.com/table4)

Summary of reports correlating the degree of post-operative visual field deficit to reconstructed Meyer’s loop tracts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Author</strong></th>
<th><strong>Year</strong></th>
<th><strong># pts</strong></th>
<th><strong>DTI</strong></th>
<th><strong>Results</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al.</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>b = 1000; Dir = 6; (FACT, in iPlan v.2.5, BrainLab)</td>
<td>Significant correlation between visual field loss and the degree of optic radiation injury depicted by DTI based FT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daga et al.</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>b = N/A; Dir = 52/30; (PiCo, in Camino)</td>
<td>The predicted damage to the optic radiation correlated strongly with the measured visual field deficit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taoka et al.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>b = 1000; Dir = 6; (dTV v.II)</td>
<td>Statistically significant correlation between the degree of the visual field defect and the Meyer loop-resection distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston et al.</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>b = 1200; Dir = 6; (PiCo, in Camino)</td>
<td>Statistically significant correlation between the degree of the visual field defect and the Meyer loop-resection distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yogarajah et al.</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>b = 1200; Dir = 52; (PiCo, in Camino)</td>
<td>Statistically significant correlation between the degree of the visual field defect and the distance from the tip of Meyer’s loop to the temporal pole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# pts: total number of patients.

* Two DMRI scans were conducted.

* PiCo: probabilistic index of connectivity.
high order spherical harmonics, can help obtain more reproducible and robust results when reconstructing such a complex white matter region (Chamberland et al., 2017; Kammen et al., 2016; Lilja et al., 2014; Martinez-Heras et al., 2015; Nowell et al., 2016; Piper et al., 2014).

4. Infratentorial

In this section, we will review the recent literature assessing possible applications of WMT for surgical planning in infratentorial pathologies, then discuss overall technical challenges facing tractography in this region. We considered as infratentorial all lesions involving the brainstem, the cranial nerves and the cerebellum.

4.1. Brainstem lesions

Brainstem tumors are one of the most challenging neurosurgical pathologies. The dense concentration of nuclei and fibers is related to significant pre- and post-operative morbidity (Cavalcanti et al., 2016). Cranial nerve deficits are the most common presenting symptoms and are typically associated with an irritation of one or multiple white matter tracts. The safety of any surgical approach to the brainstem is dependent on avoiding major tracts running through its different levels. WMT is currently the only method available for pre-operative evaluation of these tracts. Advances in tractography methods presently allow the identification in healthy individuals, not only of the major tracts, but also smaller structures such as the medial longitudinal fasciculus, the rubrospinal tract, and the spinothalamic tract (Meola et al., 2016). In a clinical context, robust evaluation of the major tracts is the principal goal. DTI tractography was shown to be able to identify CST invasion as well as early extra- pontine tumor extension in diffuse brainstem gliomas, before it becomes apparent on standard MRI sequences (Wagner et al., 2016). In a series of 14 patients, Kovanlikaya et al. reported that all the patients with normal reconstructed tracts had conserved preoperative motor function, reflecting a 100% negative predictive value of WMT at this level (Kovanlikaya et al., 2011). This suggests that tractography can play an important role during surgical planning.

As it is the case with any imaging technique, the surgical strategy shouldn’t be blindly guided by the WMT results alone, and interpretation of the tractography results should be made with caution. For example, in brainstem cavernomas, the classic perilesional hemosiderin deposits can be responsible for susceptibility artifacts that can falsely interrupt nearby tracts (Faraji et al., 2015; Kovanlikaya et al., 2011). The close proximity of large arteries (vertebral and basilar) can also produce pulsation artifacts (Kovanlikaya et al., 2011).

Despite these limitations, the results of introducing WMT in the neurosurgical planning process already demonstrate a positive impact (Table 5). Januszewski et al. compared 5 patients whom surgery for brainstem cavernomas was performed in accordance to tractography results planning, to 5 other cases where surgery was undertaken without any fiber study. In this latter group, two patients developed post-operative deficits, while no postoperative deficit was seen in the WMT group (Januszewski et al., 2016). These results are encouraging but further investigations will be necessary to confirm this impact on the postoperative outcome.

Once surgery has been decided on, WMT can aid the selection of the safest approach corridor, particularly when choosing from the multitude of different approaches that are now described for each region of the brainstem (Abla et al., 2011; Essayed et al., 2017; Flores et al., 2015). Also, exploiting the high negative predictive value of WMT at the level of the brainstem, a more radical resection strategy can be safely adopted if major tracts are shown to be spared by the tumor. Similarly, when clear infiltration of major tracts is visible on the pre-operative WMT, a more conservative surgery can be decided, particularly in paucisymptomatic patients with diffuse tumors. More prospective and standardized qualitative and quantitative studies will be necessary to consolidate current available evidence on the usefulness of the WMT in this setting.

4.2. Cerebellum

Presently, WMT has limited applications in cerebellar lesions, as classic surgery in hemispheric superficial lesions usually achieves satisfying results. However, functional outcome is frequently less favorable when resected lesions involve cerebellar nuclei or the vermis (Daszkiewicz et al., 2009; Robertson et al., 2006), hence the importance of eventual tractography applications. A better understanding of the connectivity of the cerebellum with the rest of the neuraxis (Miliardi et al., 2016; van Baarsen et al., 2016) is progressively enlarging the indication for WMT in cerebellar lesions, as demonstrated by a recent report by Fernandez-Cabrall et al. who used high-definition fiber tractography for the surgical planning of a patient suffering from a Lhermitte-Duclos disease (Fernandes-Cabrall et al., 2016). In this case, HDFT helped identify displaced middle cerebellar peduncle fibers around the dysplastic gangliocytoma, a distinction impossible to achieve with conventional imaging.

4.3. Cranial nerves

Skull base tumors have complex relationships with local structures. Along with preserving vascular structures, preservation of cranial nerves (CN) is one of the challenging principles of skull base surgery. During surgery, the identification of the different CN in the surroundings of a large skull base tumor is still problematic, particularly through the limited access usually attainable to the skull base. In modern practice, imaging advances can guide preoperative planning with precision (Dolati et al., 2015).

WMT is a new tool for refining these pre-operative studies. The improvement of tractography protocols allowed multiple teams to publish extensive and detailed CN reconstructions not only in normal, but also pathological situations (Chen et al., 2011; Hodaie et al., 2010; Vos et al., 2015; Yoshino et al., 2016; Yoshino et al., 2015). One of the

Table 5
Summary of reports of WMT use for brainstem lesions surgery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th># pts</th>
<th>Acquisition</th>
<th>Tracing method</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faraji et al.</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>DSI;</td>
<td>Deterministic (GDFT, in DSI Studio)</td>
<td>Hemorrhagic brainstem CMs can disrupt and displace perilesional white matter tracts with the latter occurring in unpredictable directions. Observed anisotropy decreases in the perilesional segments are consistent with neural injury following hemorrhagic insults.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kovanlikaya et al.</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>DSI;</td>
<td>Deterministic (in PRIDE, Philips)</td>
<td>Although it has low specificity before surgery, DTT is a potentially useful technique in evaluating the effects of brainstem lesions and surgical resection on the relevant corticospinal tracts with high negative predictive value and higher specificity after surgery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Januszewski et al.</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>DSI;</td>
<td>Deterministic (in FuncTool, GE)</td>
<td>Compared with the standard MR imaging, DTT provided improved visualization of cavernous malformation involvement in eloquent fiber tracts of the brainstem. This additional information might help in selecting a more appropriate surgical trajectory in selected lesions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# pts: total number of patients; generalized deterministic fiber tracking algorithm.
major applications of WMT in skull base surgery is the preoperative identification of the facial nerve (FN) position, in patients harboring large vestibular schwannomas. We reviewed the existing literature comparing tractography predicted FN position with intraoperative findings (Table 6) (Gerganov et al., 2011; Song et al., 2016; Taoka et al., 2006; Wei et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2013). FN tractography reconstruction was possible in 93% of the cases (71/76). The predicted course of the FN around the vestibular schwannoma was accurate in 93% (66/71) of the patients in whom tractography was possible. Overall, tractography helped identify the FN position in 87% (66/76) of the cases (Table 6). Identification of other cranial nerves was also possible in some of these reports. Such results are encouraging; however, further prospective studies will be necessary to prove the real impact of such information on the surgical outcome.

4.4. Technical considerations

We note that as discussed in the supratentorial section, complex WMT methods such as HDFT (Abhinav et al., 2015), UKF tractography (Chen et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2016b), and constrained spherical de-convolution tractography (Lim et al., 2015), in combination with high or multiple b-value acquisitions, are progressively pushing the boundaries of identifiable structures, detecting smaller and more complex structures in the infratentorial compartment (Meola et al., 2016; Milardi et al., 2016; Wenz et al., 2016). However, particularly when addressing skull base, frontopolar and brainstem structures for WMT, susceptibility artifacts and distortion related to the echo-planar imaging (EPI) diffusion MRI acquisition are of high importance (Treiber et al., 2016). Recent studies have addressed this challenge at the acquisition level using readout-segmented (RS) EPI, which was shown to significantly reduce distortions at the expense of increased acquisition time (Ginat et al., 2014; Iima et al., 2012; Koyasu et al., 2014).

5. Conclusions

Incorporating tractographic techniques into the modern operative room, in conjunction with other new anatomical and functional imaging, navigation, and electrophysiological tools, is progressively emerging as an integral part of the surgical treatment of multiple neurosurgical pathologies. The high variability of methods and techniques for white matter tractography limits the interpretation of some of the current results. Progressive improvements of scanning and tractography methods are helping to overcome these current limitations. Future standardized and prospective studies will help assess the full impact of this tool in neurosurgical planning.

Table 6

Review of the literature in surgically validated tractographic localization of the facial nerve, in large vestibular schwannoma surgery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th># pts</th>
<th>DTI Acquisition</th>
<th>Tracing method</th>
<th># pts possible tractography</th>
<th># pts accurate tractography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gerganov et al.</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>b = 1000; Dir = 12</td>
<td>Deterministic (FACT, in iPlan v.2.6, BrainLab)</td>
<td>22 (100%)</td>
<td>20 (91%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song et al.</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>b = 1000; Dir = 30</td>
<td>Deterministic (second-order Runge-Kutta, in 3D Slicer)</td>
<td>14 (93%)</td>
<td>13 (93%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taoka et al.</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>b = 1000; Dir = 6</td>
<td>Deterministic (in dTV v.2)</td>
<td>7 (88%)</td>
<td>5 (71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei et al.</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>b = N/A; Dir = 30</td>
<td>Deterministic (FACT, in iPlan v.3.03, BrainLab)</td>
<td>21 (91%)</td>
<td>21 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>b = 1000; Dir = N/A</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>7 (88%)</td>
<td>7 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>71 (93%)</td>
<td>66 (87%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# pts: total number of patients, NR: not reported.
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